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Titus Slide-In Retrofit Terminals convert those old constant volume 
systems to modern and energy efficient variable air volume.

Slide-in retrofit terminals are designed to transform inefficient constant 
volume systems to present day variable volume systems with very low 
installation costs. The resulting performance of a system incorporating 
Titus QCV series terminals approaches that of a VAV system using ESV 
series single duct terminals.

With the simple installation method, conversion costs are minimized. The 
installer simply cuts a rectangular hole in the side of the duct, cuts away 
the insulation (if present), slides the unit into the duct, and screws the 
mounting plate to the side of the duct.

Take a look at many of the unique features of a Titus QCV series retrofit 
terminal!

Available in many different sizes, the QCV series units will 
mount in almost any square size duct.

Damper position indicator is formed into the end of the 
shaft for easy monitoring of damper position.

Field convertible linkage (pneumatic controls) allows NO/NC 
changeover without actuator removal.

The casing can be configured to mount on either the right side 
or left side of the existing duct.

Formed flanges provide added duct stiffness at the insertion point.

Shown here with the TITUS I pneumatic velocity controller, the 
QCV is also available with analog electronic and direct digital
electronic controls.

AeroCrossTM multi-point, center averaging sensor amplifies flow
signal for best control of low flow rates. Center averaging feature

provides signal accuracy, regardlessof inlet duct configuration.

Damper is constructed of 16-gauge galvanized steel to prevent 
vibrationunder high pressure conditions.

Elastomer seals on the edges of the damper blades allow
low leakage during full shut off.
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